
TRY-ON YOUR TUX AT HOME
This year we are asking you to try on your formal wear in the comfort of your own home.
We appreciate your understanding during these unusual days of social distancing.

MAKE SURE IT FITS BEFORE THE BIG DAY

Marty’s has been dressing gentlemen for decades, and we are thrilled to dress you for this special

occasion.  In most cases your formal wear will fit as expected.  Be confident that if there are any tweaks

necessary, they will be minor ones and Marty’s is prepared.  On the reverse side of this sheet are the

instructions for trying on your rental.  Remember to hang everything up neatly.

If after trying on your formal wear you require attention, reach out with any questions. Often a concern

can be corrected in a phone call. Our Tuxperts are prepared to help make everything great!

Text (914) 409-7755 or call (914)737-5911 with your concern, a TuXpert will assist.

Worry Free

Knowing Marty’s maintains an in-house tailor shop and extensive on-site inventory should put you at ease.

Marty’s TuXperts are prepared to help make everything great!

OVERVIEW

Though it is tempting, this is not the time for a photo shoot. This is the time to confirm that each piece of

your rental fits well and remains fresh for the big event!

Please try on all the pieces as described on the reverse.

When you follow the instructions below,  the entire process should take about 15 minutes. Remember to

hang it up neatly, so you are ready for a wonderful night out!

Did we mention that after trying on all the parts, you should hang everything back nicely on the hangers

provided.  This will help keep everything crisp and beautiful.

If you have questions about your order, text  (914) 409-7755 or call (914)737-5911

Contents:

SUIT BAG:  Jacket, Trousers, Vest, Cummerbund or Suspenders (if ordered), tie;

SHOE BAG:  hanging over the suit (if ordered);

SHIRT: is twist tied to the back of the suit, jewelry on the shirt, ready to wear..



THE TRY ON

Get Ready

● In a clean place, preferably with a mirror,  hang your outfit so it faces you.

● Wear a thin t-shirt and dress socks.

● Remove the shoes from the bag;

● Untwist the white twist tie (save it for later) separating the shirt, to be tried at the end.

● Lift up the plastic covering on the Suit

Get Set

● PANTS & SHOES

○ Carefully remove the trousers from the pants hanger taking care not to break the

cardboard tube. Put on your pants and shoes. Tuck in your t-shirt. Let’s save the formal

shirt for later.  The pants are measured to be worn high, (think belly button). No need to be

concerned if they seem too big or small! These pants are adjustable at the waist, and are

easily tightened or loosened by opening the apparatus on either side. Take care to adjust

evenly on both sides.  The length of the pants is a matter of taste.  Use the waist

adjustment to help place the length where you like it.

NOTE: Pants should never drag on the floor. The proper length is anywhere from the top of the

shoe to the top of the heel. If the pants drag on the ground, you are either wearing them too low,

or they need to be shortened.

● VEST, CUMMERBUND or SUSPENDERS

○ If you have a cummerbund in your order, adjust it around the waistband of the trousers. It

should be snug, not tight.  Pleats open upwards.

○ If you have a vest in your order, put it on over your t-shirt,  button the front.  It should cover

the waistband of the trousers. It should be snug, but not tight.  There is an adjustment on

the back. Tighten or loosen it according to your comfort level.

● JACKET

○ Put the jacket on and lift it high to lay nicely on your shoulders.  Button the center button.

● HANG EVERYTHING BACK UP

● SHIRT

○ The last thing to try is the shirt. Lift up the plastic without tearing it. Put on the shirt, button

only the very top button. Can you breathe? Check that the sleeve length is a comfortable

length (at your wrist)  and the neck closes comfortably. If the neck and the sleeve length

seems fine, put it back on the hanger immediately to avoid wrinkles.

Go! Remember, You're never fully dressed without a smile!


